SUBJECT: OBLISERV TO MEET PRESCRIBED TOUR LENGTH
AUTHORITY: NAVADMIN 307/17
In Text block:
(DATE): I have been counseled on the provisions of NAVADMIN XXX/XX.
(initial): Effective immediately, if my EAOS is less than current PRD I am required to obtain sufficient
Obligated Service (OBLISERV) to complete a full prescribed tour through reenlistment or extension of
enlistment. Failing to extend my EAOS will result in my PRD being adjusted to match EAOS and my
record will be marked as "Undecided" in Career Waypoints (CWAY).
(initial): A flag of "Undecided" will prevent me from applying for a C-WAY quota and entering CMS-ID
orders negotiation until the flag is removed.
(initial): If I subsequently decide to extend my enlistment, I must request from my rating detailer to
extend my PRD to complete prescribed tour. Submitting request less than 12 months from EAOS may
be subject for disapproval based on the Needs of the Navy.
(initial): If I am eligible for a Selective Reenlistment Bonus (SRB), I may sign an extension up to the
maximum 24 months allowed to be discounted under governing directives and a NAVPERS 1070/613
entry for any remaining months to match my PRD. I understand the benefits of reenlisting prior to the
extension becoming operative to avoid potential monetary loss.
By my election of the option below and by my signature, I agree that I have read and fully understand
the provisions set forth in NAVADMIN 307/17.
(SELECT ONLY ONE)
(initial): I elect to obtain required OBLISERV to match my current PRD to complete full prescribed tour
within 90 days of release of NAVADMIN 307/17.
(initial): I do not elect to obtain required OBLISERV and I understand my record will be marked as
"Undecided" in CWAY.

________________________________
PO1(SW) J. Sailor, USN
Witnessed:
___________________________
J. NAVY, NC1(SW/AW), USN
Command Career Counselor

